Effects of intensity of treatment and length of stay on rehabilitation outcomes.
The combined effects of intensity of treatment and length of stay during inpatient rehabilitation hospitalization on the outcomes of 95 traumatic brain injury patients were examined. Outcome was assessed using the Rancho Scale and three measures of functional status--physical performance, higher-level cognitive skills, and cognitively mediated physical skills. The effects of intensity of treatment and length of stay were assessed using 2 x 2 analyses of variance with repeated measures. The results showed clearly that both length of stay and intensity of treatment affect outcomes. Patients in the long length of stay group consistently made more progress across all outcome variables than patients in the short length of stay group. However, the greater progress of the long length of stay patients was from a point significantly more disabled than that of the short length of stay patients, with improvement at discharge to the point at which the groups were now equal. The effect of intensity of treatment was significant or closely approached significance for higher-level cognitive skills and Rancho Level. In the long length of stay group, the two intensity groups were initially equivalent, but at discharge the high-intensity group surpassed the low-intensity group. The practical implications of the results are discussed.